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When the new Toyota Elephant Passage 
exhibit, featuring animals native to Asia, was 
set to be built at the Denver Zoo, LONG’s 
controls team – Building Intelligence – and 
LONG’s energy services group – Investive Building Projects – 
were called on to perform separate services to ensure 
functionality and sustainability goals were met. 

LONG Building Intelligence has provided controls to the Denver Zoo for several years including retrofits for 
existing buildings and new construction. Temperature control is one of the most critical elements in order to 
keep animals safe, healthy and comfortable 24 hours a day throughout the year. All controls are linked to a 
central computer allowing equipment and animals to be monitored around the clock. The system has the ability 
to alert operators to any failed equipment or other issues for a quick resolution. 

Energy savings and sustainability have also been a number one priority for the Denver Zoo for many years 
because the facility never shuts down. Investive Building Projects was the commissioning agent for this 10-
acre development featuring Asian elephants, rhinos, gibbons and clouded leopards to name a few. Investive’s 
role was to make sure sophisticated and efficient water, lighting and HVAC systems operated correctly, 
allowing the zoo to pursue LEED Gold or Platinum certification. 

A variety of technology was used in the 10 buildings that make up the exhibit including a building automation 
system that reads the outside temperature, opens the windows and shuts off the heating or cooling system 
when it’s a nice day, allowing for maximum energy savings. Other elements include radiant floor heating in the 
elephant stalls to help heat the building, a waste heat water heating system for the exhibit animal pools and an 
energy saving lighting system that makes the most of natural light through the use of photocells. 

The Toyota Elephant Passage exhibit opened to a record number of visitors on June 1, 2012 and remains an 
example of best sustainable practices to other large zoo facilities.
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